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Suspended Collaboration
Chris Turnbull

A couple of years ago I embarked on a project that didn’t work out — sort of. I 
was curious to explore language drift and wanted to collaborate in a way that 
would offer each collaborator agency in the sense of what was written and 
independence regarding who was collaborating. Within this exploration of drift, 
it seemed important to also enable conceptual filtering across collaborations 
to include the effect of our relationships and proximities. While there was a 
framework to the project, within that framework, many elements were left open 
to the collaborator’s own motivations and exploratory impulses.

To start things off, I invited Manitoulin Island based artist / writer / curator 
Sophie Edwards to respond to “Lands Composition,” a visual piece I’d 
composed and previously published. Loosely, Sophie could use any form that 
was placeable on paper as her response to my piece, or an element of my work, 
however she interpreted “response.” I sent along a set of guidelines to help 
navigate the project as a whole and named it, temporarily, if / then.

Sophie had a month to complete her piece, send it to me, and send a similar 
request on to someone of her choosing. The person she chose to participate 
would only see Sophie’s piece. The text would then be put in a folder on Google 
Drive that she and I would share.

Sophie asked artist Judy Bowyer to participate. Judy, not having seen what 
I sent Sophie, would respond to Sophie’s piece and also send her own work 
onward to a collaborator of Judy’s choosing. And so on, the same guidelines 
each time, once a month, over the course of a year. 

As the project continued, the Google Drive folder would be populated by 
each piece, once a month, and each collaborator would receive access once the 
piece was submitted. We would meet in the Google Drive folder, and through 
our collaborations, see the slow unfolding and deepening of responses, each 
at a remove, each over time. This collaboration would evolve from the initial 
agreement between two people toward an emerging and final collaboration by 
twelve, each piece developing from direct relationships and indirect influence.

It is a reality that timing impacts collaborative work. Daily responsibilities or 
the collisions of other projects can suspend good ideas. In agreement, we paused 
this version of if/then. It was a great start.
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Chris Turnbull, “Lands Composition,” 2017  
Previously published in colour in Cold Front  at coldfrontmag.com
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Sophie Edwards, “150 introduced species,” 2017 
Previously published in colour in h& at handandpoetry.blogspot.com
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Judy Bowyer, “My Sign of Hope is a Noxious Weed,” 2017. Carbon paper, watercolour, milkweed 
In response to Sophie Edwards’ “150 Introduced Species”   
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Collaborative Forms

In 2016, ceramic artist Susie Osler invited me to collaborate with her as part 
of a Community Supported Art season (CSArt Ottawa, 2016-2017). We 
called our project Water~Table. Water is an element that is often on our minds. 
We both live rurally and have talked on different occasions about droughts, 
agriculture, domestic water use, wetlands and marsh systems, waterways, 
run-offs, aquifers, conservation and water “planning,” and climate disruptions. 
But how would we collaborate? What would we make or do, and how might we 
engage a subscriber group (CSArt) in our water project? 

Clay is material and tactile, has functional and aesthetic uses, and can be 
shaped toward a physical object that can contain and mark space. Language 
is material and haptic, mouthed and formed, contains interpreted and shed 
meanings, and has trajectories of clarity, ineffability, and randomness (partially 
because of you, the reader, and each of our relationships to language and its 
forms). 

We sent a note to the CSArt subscribers to introduce our collaboration, and 
to encourage them to participate in an evening organized thematically around 
the subject of water. Susie made a series of delicate ceramic cups in mixed 
whites, blues, greys and in shades between, with water marks on them evocative 
of rain gauges, sinkholes and wells. Each ceramic cup would contain two “water 
words” — words Susie invited subscribers to send, by email, in advance. These 
words would also be used in the visual poems they’d make during our evening 
together. We included a list of questions aimed at helping subscribers think of 
words for their cups (and for conversation, later).

We designed and sent out a couple of postcards in advance of the event, 
combining poetry with photographic images of Susie’s cups, visually embedded 
within the images of local creeks and waterways. We each gathered a couple of 
water-based images from our own locales and enlarged them; each table received 
an image to work on over the course of the evening. As members of each table 
talked and became comfortable with each other (some had never met before), 
their conversations led to the creation of visual poetry.

Our collaboration began at the point where our practices diverge: in the 
visual components of our work, in the construction of language, of ceramics, and 
of visible and tactile forms. The CSArt project led to a shared desire to develop 
some of the ideas Susie and I had brought forward and discarded over our 
months of conversations.
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Chris Turnbull  and Susie Osler, Water~Table postcard, CSArt Ottawa, 2016
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One of the pieces of collaborative visual poetry submitted by CSArt subscribers handwritten and 
rendered into text, 2016 
 
Image by Susie Osler and Chris Turnbull
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Collaborative Correspondences

Several years ago, I found text artist Bruno Neiva’s exhibit, Museum of Boughs: 1 
room, online. I thought then, and still do, that the exhibit was stunning, and as 
I found more of his work, I decided to email him, to correspond — about cubes 
(which I was working on in an outdoor setting), poetry, and built and found 
objects — and so we’ve been back and forth on email ever since, conversing.

Recently we decided to collaborate using a set of constraints as the 
foundation of a new collaborative piece. We developed twenty-one short 
pieces of poetry with no identifiable timeline for completion and no ordered 
sequence — one of us would send a piece, and the other would respond with its 
pair when it was possible. 

Undertones collects the work that we created over distance, between 45.0164° 
N, 75.6459° W and 41.1579° N, 8.6291° W, through virtual correspondence. It 
was published by Low Frequency Press in Buffalo in the summer of 2019. 

Our constraints were as follows:

a) First comes a number. One of them addresses it and sets the pace. The 
other follows suit. They take turns randomly and carry on. This goes on 
and on, for over a year, until they reach twenty-one and finally turn their 
attention to notepads.

b) The crease between each set of numbers, each piece, is a form of measure 
and hiatus. The numbers carry us forward. The pieces are unexpectedly in 
accord, are a bit unreal. Without summarizing, perhaps they hum in a sort 
of intercross of tangential, accrued perceptions harvested sensorily from 
daily and scattered appropriations. Marked treads.
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what
but
else
ovenovella eggs

a little book, swiped at edge with a smooth rock.
conglomerate. there is a call for the end
of x, the word. air passages shunt dust
or do not. compact metamorphic catalogues
twiddle and invest in battery storage.
let’s all start over. with the copy of the
copy of the copy of the copy of
the copy of the copy of the copy.
an ovenovellum egg may have an edge
to smooth. a fact swiped at angle with pumice.
newspapers reporting on dictionaries.
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gain-a-prospect-enlist-support-for-an-idea-or-earn-a-referral

millstone:
the
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2x2 stake, 8x10 paper, 8x10 plexiglass, 8x10 plywood, wood screws and marine seal

telepathic dogs
shun intel
view
footgarb,
detached — 
in fact, hunger
for an evolution
or two.


